
Friday 1st May 

Hot Literacy 

We are learning to share our understanding of a text. 

1. Put these words into alphabetical order by numbering them 1–5. 

 

Tremendous 

Trembling 

Traditional 

Trading 

Trite  

2. Complete this passage by filling in the blanks with the words below. 

 

autobiography cookery book novel 

biography encyclopaedia short stories 

letters magazine  

e-mail newspapers  

 

There are many types of prose texts. One type that most people would be 

familiar with is the __________ , a lengthy story piece of writing, for example, 

Michael Morpurgo’s ‘War Horse’. Other writers prefer to write shorter versions 

so they create ______________such as those written by the Brothers Grimm. 

Others write about themselves in an _________. Some people have others 

writing about their lives and are the subject of a ___________. 

On a day-to-day basis, many people buy and read _______________to find out 

what is going on in the world. If people have a special interest in a subject, they 

might buy a _____________ which contains features and articles. To 

communicate with friends, people have been writing _______ for centuries. 

These are now being replaced by electronic communication such as ________. 

People use the internet or an _________ to research information. For 

specialist information on one topic, people use other reference books, for 

example to find a recipe, they would read a ____________. 

 

3. Read the text and answer the questions that follow. 

 

The Royal George was an old ship. Her build was rather short and high, but 

she sailed well, and carried the tallest masts and squarest canvas of any of 

England's gun-ships. It was the 29th of August, 1782. Her decks had been 

washed earlier, and the carpenter discovered that the pipe which admitted 

water to cleanse the ship was worn out, and must be replaced. This pipe 



being three feet under the water, it was starting to lay the ship on one side. 

Just as the crew had finished breakfast, a vessel came on the low side of 

the ship to unship a cargo of rum; the casks were put on board and this 

weight, together with that of the men unloading, caused the ship to tip still 

more; every wave now washed in at her port-holes, and she had soon so 

great a weight of water in her hold, that slowly she sank still further down 

on her side. Twice, the carpenter, seeing the danger, went on board to ask 

the officer on duty to order the ship to be righted; if the officer had not 

been a proud and angry man, all might yet have been well. 

The plumbers had almost finished, when a sudden breeze blew on the 

raised side of the ship, forced her further down, and the water began to 

pour into her port-holes. The danger became apparent; the men were 

ordered to right the ship: they ran to move the guns for this purpose, 

but it was too late. 

In a minute or two more, she fell over on her side and the Royal George 

sank before one signal of distress could be given! About nine hundred 

persons lost their lives; about two hundred and thirty were saved. 

 

a) Pick out and write down two facts about the Royal George from the 

first two sentences. 

 

b) Explain why this accident could have been avoided. Use two quotations 

to back up your ideas. 

 

c) Explain why this accident was so terrible. Use two quotations to back 

up your ideas. 

 

 

Self assess your learning  

Tick the end box, highlight or draw into your jotter how you feel about this 

piece of work. 

☺ 
I can do this! I’m ready to move on. 

  

 
I’m almost there. I might need a bit of extra help 

or practice. 

  

 
I don’t understand. I need more work on this. 

  

 


